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1. DETECTING SIMILARITIES/SYMMETRIES 

All implementations constructed in computer algebra system MAPLE [1]. 

1.1. The Main Algorithm: The Maple Procedure CSim 

CSim is the main algorithm that computes the similarities/symmetries of the input 

curves. The procedure returns a list consisting of the number of similarities/symmetries 

and computation time. We present the whole procedure below. 

(Download the Maple Worksheet) 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UhT6DO87ZMIwVZHZ2Ch_BT7dgzqb6bBj/view?usp=sharing


 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

2. TESTS AND EXAMPLES 

2.1. Examples and Codes Table 2 

Timings in Table 2 are generated by the following MAPLE worksheets. CPU times in 

this Table are average time in detecting symmetries for well-known curves in Table 1. 

For rose curves, (Download Maple Worksheeet). 

For other miscallenaus curves, (Download Maple Worksheet). 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15I8efuKFQDUYR5KIeB5RNIhEhHF_sauC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11l4dvr8CAdKRd4iv0tGDeNu_GhD2sC-l/view?usp=sharing


Together with them, the following Maple Worksheets are of the algorithms in [2, 3], 

which we used to compare timings with ours, respectively. 

(Download Maple Worksheet) 

(Download Maple Worksheet) 

 

 

2.2. Codes Table 3 and Table 4 

To generate similar curves which have timings in Table 3 we apply the following 

complex numbers 𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏 and Möbius transformation 𝜑𝜑(𝑡𝑡) to a rondom parametrization 𝒘𝒘 

of degree 𝑛𝑛 and bitsize 𝜏𝜏. 

𝑎𝑎 = 3 + 2𝑖𝑖, 𝑏𝑏 = 1 − 2𝑖𝑖, 𝜑𝜑(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑡𝑡 + 1. 

So, using the equation 𝒛𝒛 = 𝑎𝑎𝒘𝒘(𝜑𝜑) + 𝑏𝑏, we run 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶(𝒛𝒛,𝒘𝒘) to compute similarities. 

The following Maple worksheet gives how to generate similar random curves. 

(Download Maple Worksheet) 

Finally, the following Maple worksheet gives how to generate non-similar random 

curves. 

(Download Maple Worksheet) 
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